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Delivering Cloud based solutions that make sense

for you.
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Our Vision

We exist to remove the complexities and confusion our clients operate under today.

Our clients in the Small Medium and Enterprise business space are faced with many

emerging competing Cloud technologies. This causes confusion, inertia and siloed

environments, impacting their ability to keep up pace with their competition. That is until

they partner with InVision Source.

Why? Because InVision Source takes the time to understand your unique environment. We

review your current IT stack and technologies in place. Once the analysis is completed, we

recommend a "right sized" turnkey solution that makes sense for YOUR organization. 

We then execute the plan, transforming our clients environments into lean Agile operating

machine. The result? Our clients experience a faster time to market by migrating any

functions that can be placed securely into the Cloud.

How do we do this? By leveraging our strategic technology partnerships, we architect an

environment that fosters deeper more meaningful client and internal engagements. We do

this by encouraging the adoption of a Cloud and AI (Artificial Intelligence) strategy for our

clients.

Whether Hybrid or Wholly adopted industry analysts agree, Cloud technologies will

dominate the Enterprise by 2025.

InVision Source Service Summary

First things first, to allow us to show you our value we begin with an IT/Telecom audit. This helps

us to understand your environment thoroughly. Knowing where your company is headed vision

wise is next. Understanding your vision and roadmap strategy will help us determine the best

recommendation to maximize savings and positively impact your operations. Once a go forward

strategy and roadmap has been outlined based on our audit, we then bring forth the following

technologies to the table: 

IP Telephony, IP bandwidth, Hosted Web Services, SD-Wan, Contact Center as a Service (CCaS),

CRM, Audio, Video, Web Conferencing & Collaboration, Video/Web Streaming, UCaaS (Unified

Communications as a Service), IM & Presence Technology, and Cyber Security solutions to

protect it all. 

Cloud Transformation

Tomorrow. Is. Here.

Just 27% of respondents predict that by 2022, 95% of all workloads will run in the

cloud. One in five respondents believes it will take ten years to reach that level of

workload migration. 13% of respondents don’t see this level of workload shift ever

occurring. Based on conversations with CIOs and CEOs in manufacturing and financial

services industries there will be a mix of workloads between on-premise and cloud for

the foreseeable future. C-level executives evaluate shifting workloads based on each

systems’ contribution to new business models, cost, and revenue goals in addition to

accelerating time-to-market.

Digitally transforming enterprises (63%) is the leading factor driving greater public cloud

engagement or adoption followed by the pursuit of IT agility (62%). LogicMonitor survey

found that the many challenges enterprises face in digitally transforming their business

models are the leading contributing factor to cloud computing adoption. Attaining IT

agility (62%), excelling at DevOps (58%), mobility (55%), Artificial Intelligence (AI) and

Machine Learning (50%) and the Internet of Things (IoT) adoption (45%) are the top six

factors driving cloud adoption today. Artifical Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning are

predicted to be the leading factors driving greater cloud computing adoption by 2020.

Source: Forbes article - 83% workload will be in the cloud by 2020

Milestones 

InVision Source Founded. 

August 2018 

History 1997-20 20

Early Internet Client Wins.

Marketed Collocation, Dial Tone, Long Distance

after Deregulation Telecom Act passed, IP

Telephony, MPLS/ATM and wholesale bandwidth

to 1st & 2nd Tier Carriers

Industries: Voice and ISP Carriers, Finance, Retail,

Legal, Health Care and Hospitality

Project Management Milestone.

Launched SaaS based audio, video and web

conferencing to 100,00 + Global Desktops (EMEA,

APAC and North America) for Fortune 100

manufacturing client

Global Streaming Deployment. 

Managed many client migrations from Flash based

streaming to HTML5 video protocol

Industries serviced: Finance, Pharmaceutical,

Manufacturing, Retail. Legal and Healthcare

Cloud Computing Expertise. 

Deployed the following providers:

Avaya, Polycom. VMWare/EMC, Fortinet, Juniper

and Extreme Networks

 

Video Collaboration as a Service. 

Marketed and provided Microsoft Surface

Hub/Skype, Pexip, WebEx, Polycom and Avocor

Video solutions across the following verticals:

Airline, Construction, Heating and Electrical, Health

and Finance Industries

3rd Party Validation. 

Head to Carla Virola's LinkedIn profile for client and

industry veteran recommendations:

wwww.Linkedin.com/carlavirola

The Challenge

Making sense of technologies  that just aren't keeping in step with today's landscape fuels the client conundrum.

Running your organization is difficult enough, without having to stay on top of evolving and impactful technology

advances. No one wants to be the next retailer or firm that goes out of business simply because they weren't

adapting evolving technologies fast enough. We exist to address and solve this challenge for you.

The Solution 

Just think for a moment, how many vendor relationships do you manage on a

daily/monthly/annual basis? Precious time spent chasing down support, billing and sales

reps for your needs, is it a wonder you can focus on running your mission critical business

initiatives?

By aligning with InVision Source, we will do the heavy lifting for you because we are an

advocate for YOU the customer. We leverage our buying power and long term solid

partner relationships to deliver a simplified singular experience, that delivers best of breed

technology solutions to your business.

Analyze. Optimize. Customize.

InVision Source. Digital Strategists. 

Simply put, we provide you with best of breed

Turnkey Cloud solutions at attractive rates for your

organization.

Our mission is to keep you at the forefront of where

the industry is headed next. Most importantly our goal

is to keep you focused on YOUR business initiatives,

while we deliver best of breed Cloud enabled

technologies that will scale with your Enterprise.

FAQs 

What do I need to provide to begin the auditing process?

We recommend you gather all billing invoices and any online portal information

regarding voice, data, internet, WAN/LAN, security, bandwidth, conferencing &

collaboration technologies in place so we can begin the audit.

How long will the audit take? 

Every client is unique, no two clients operate in the same IT/Telecom environment.

During our intake and analysis review we work quickly to give you an estimate on

next steps because we don't want to rush you through the process and ensure we

architect an optimal environment for you.

Cloud Road Map Execution 

After we've presented our findings and the roadmap is defined, we move to the

next phase - deployment of your Cloud environment. Based on the size of the

network, and regions involved we provide you with a project management forecast

to deployment and carefully estimate projected timelines to bring everything online.

Then, we hit the ground running.

Contract Renewal Audit

Depending on contract timelines negotiated, we revisit our roadmap vision for you

6-12 months prior to renewals. This audit is done to ensure the solutions

implemented continue to make sense for your organization. Where applicable, we

adjust the roadmap to align with your organizations current vision and modify

solutions in place accordingly.

Founding Executive

Carla Virola 

Founder & CEO 

InVision Source was founded by Carla Virola a

Technology industry veteran who has been a trusted

advisor to her client ecosystem for several decades.

info@invisionsource.com

Contact InVision Source

info@invisionsource.com

www.invisionsource.com

(866) 341-4652

you@youremail.com Join Us!

Join our Community.

Get the latest Cloud industry updates that matter to you .

https://www.facebook.com/invisionsource.com
https://www.twitter.com/invisionsource
https://www.linkedin.com/company/invision-source
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCqsgwW55tGBCEMUxLT4LY_g
https://www.instagram.com/invisionsource
https://www.invisionsource.com/
https://www.mckinsey.com/global-themes/artificial-intelligence
http://www.invisionsource.com/

